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Q.1  How do I search NutriliteWOW App on Google play store or IOS store ?

Q.2  I am unable to sync my InBodyBAND with the App.

Q.3  I have entered incorrect details like height, gender etc. while registering my NutriliteWOW 
App. How can I correct the same in the App?

Q.4  How can I change my mobile number if I registered my InBodyBAND with some other 
mobile number earlier ?

Q.5  What is a master code and how do I feed master code in the App?

Q.6  Where do I find �order number� for taking NHI assessment on WOW microsite ?
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 �NutriliteWOW� App appears as one word on both Google playstore and IOS store.

 After completing App registration process. Turn on the �Bluetooth� of your smart phone. Keep the 
InBodyBAND near smart phone, click set at the centre of the screen of App, input weight and confirm. 

 If there are multiple smart phones with 
Bluetooth ON or there are multiple InBodyBAND kept in near vicinity, you may experience difficulty in 
connecting.

 If one needs to change height, gender then go to setting button (green circle) at the top bottom of 
home screen of App, click Profile section and change height and gender there.  

 InBodyBAND
NutriliteWOW 

 Master code is displayed while taking NHI assessment on NutriliteWOW App. Click or tab 
assessment icon on the App, it will ask for inputting your email Id and display your mobile number and 
password. Post this, one will arrive on verification screen and master code of the band will be displayed 
automatically. 

Please note that syncing of the InBodyBAND with WOW App is mandatory before starting NHI 
assessment on App.

Order number is mentioned at the top of your retail invoice as highlighted in below picture. 
Currently the order number starts with 1 and is of 9 digits. Please note order number gets activated 
within 45 minutes to 1 hour of purchase. 

It will give you a message that your device set up is complete.

Incase you have registered your  with wrong mobile number while registering 
App. You need to write a query at www.nutrilitewow@amway.com to get your registered 

mobile number reset at the backend.

If you are an ABO, please enter your ABO number and press confirm else just press 
confirm. 



For web order placed, one need to click >> track my order >>>and the below window will open, 
showing the order number, mentioned at the top. Please note the number starting with 6 is web order 
reference and the NHI assessment on microsite will not work with this. 

 Click on setting button (green circle on right top of App home screen) and go to Call/SMS alarm 
and change the settings to activate both these functions. 

Yes, WOW App can be used for food tracking alone in case the InBodyBAND is not purchased. 
Majority of other tracking functions work only with InBodyBAND.

InBodyBAND captures sleep when you are inactive any time of the day. This is the constraint of 
the band. Hence it is advisable to monitor sleep only when you are actually sleeping.

 Go to �Steps� section on the App home screen. At the bottom centre there is �Add activity� (circle 
shape) tab. Click on the same and select activity from activity database that you want to add.

Normal people can perform InBody test, but there are some cases we do not recommend:

We do not recommend people who are using the Pacemaker which enables heart to beat regularly 
with electricity. InBodyBAND flows harmless electricity to get the results. These harmless electricity 
may impact on the Pacemaker working not properly. So, we do not recommend people who uses 
the Pacemaker.

We do not recommend people who have metal pin in the body. This metal pin in the body may 
cause incorrect InBody result.

 Numerous tests have been conducted to test the accuracy of the InBodyBAND in different 
situations. Since the InBodyBAND is designed to be worn on the wrist, there may be a marginal 
difference if you frequently engage in activities with a lot of body movement but little arm movement 
(and vice versa). 

Q.7  How to set Incoming call and message alert on WOW App

Q.8  Can WOW App be used without the InBodyBAND?

Q.9  My InBodyBAND captures sleep even when during the day I am awake?

Q.10  How an activity can be added in the W.O.W. Application?

Q.11 Can anyone perform Body fat analysis or InBody test with the band?

Q.12  How accurate is the InBodyBAND?
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For receiving call alerts on  
bluetooth of band and smart phone should be ON.

InBodyBAND,

a)

b)



Q.13  Can one InBodyBAND be registered with multiple mobile numbers?

Q.14  Can one InBodyBAND be synced with multiple smartphones/Apps ?

Q.15  Can one use an already registered NutriliteWOW App to run NHI assessment for multiple 
users ? 
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 No. One InBodyBAND can be registered with one mobile number only. Do remember your 
password that you set while registering your NutriliteWOW App for the first time.

 Yes. One InBodyBAND can be synced with multiple phone numbers, however the main functions 
of undertaking the NHI Assessment & taking part/creating the group challenges will not work. The other 
activity tracking features can be used. If someone tries to register the already registered InBodyBAND 
with a new mobile number and tries to take the NHI assessment, the below error screen will appear.

 Yes one can take multiple NHI assessment with the same registered mobile number. To do so  
one can take the multiple NHI assessment for different users with the same mobile App but in this 
case, the previous data stored will be lost. In order to take multiple NHI assessment, Go to assessment 
tab at bottom of home screen. And click 'Start new' and take a new assessment test, feeding details of 
the new user.

If one tries to register an already registered InBodyBAND with new WOW App and then take NHI 
assessment in the new App, the person would not be able to do so and will land on below screen. 



Q.16  Can one do the Inbody test / body fat composition test for different people using same 
InBodyBAND?

Q.17  Why isn�t the step count increasing when I walk with the InBodyBAND?

Q.18  How long can the InBodyBAND battery last?

Q.19  Is the InBodyBAND water-resistant?

Q.20  How long does the InBodyBAND store your data?

Q.21  How does the InBodyBAND track activity?

Q.22 Does the lnBody Band count my steps even when I�m in a vehicle?

Q.23 Does the InBodyBAND calculate steps even when I�m seated?
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 Ideally we recommend single use of InBodyBAND for regular tracking and focus on weight 
management journey. If one tries and perform these tests registering InBodyBAND with WOW App on 
some other smart phone the band will be able to run the body fat analysis. In this case the second App 
should be registered with second user details like weight, age, gender etc. on his smart phone. 

The InBodyBAND starts counting after the 8th step to ensure accurate readings.

 The battery lasts 5 to 7 days when fully charged. The InBodyBAND shows the remaining battery 
power on the screen. When the remaining battery power is 15% or less, the InBodyBAND vibrates to 
notify you of low battery.

 The InBodyBAND is water-resistant, rain proof, and splash proof. As long as the micro USB port 
is closed securely. Please read user manual for conditions that you should avoid while wearing 
InBodyBAND.

 The InBodyBAND stores your data for up to 7 days and resets daily at midnight. After the 7th 
day, the InBodyBAND will delete the oldest data in order to keep track of the new data. It is 
recommended to sync your InBodyBAND with your InBody App daily or minimum once a week to 
ensure your data is securely stored.

 The InBodyBAND uses a 3D motion sensor to detect movements. When worn on the body, the 
motion sensor converts all movements into digital measurements values (data). The InBodyBAND 
analyzes the digital data to provide detailed information concerning frequencies, durations, intensities, 
and movement patterns, and determines the number of steps walked, exercise duration, calories 
burned, and distance covered. 

 Unless you are on an extremely bumpy road, no additional steps will be calculated when you are 
in a vehicle.

 Unless you make large arm movements, no additional steps will be calculated when you are 
seated.



Q.24 Can I use the InBodyBAND for activities when cycling and doing other household 
chores?

Q.25 What is the return policy for W.O.W.?

A.24

A.25  

 The InBodyBAND is the most accurate for step-related activities such as walking and running. 
You can use your InBodyBAND to estimate calories burned in other activities and you can add your 
exercise routine through the InBody App.

The Refund policy for W.O.W. bundle is as mentioned below :

ONLY complete W.O.W. bundle as refund will be accepted. No part refunds will be accepted.

In case of the W.O.W. bundle with band, if the band is opened and used, InBodyBAND will not 
be refunded. However, if the band is not opened and used (intact), we will accept complete 
refund of the W.O.W. bundle with InBodyBAND.

InBodyBAND would be replaced in case of manufacturing defect only within one year of 
purchase.

W.O.W.� stands for �Will Over Weight� A Weight Management Program. 
Not for medicinal use. Not a substitute for a balanced diet.
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